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ABSTRACT 
We prove that, if Zk is a trivial Z”-module, all elements of H2(Z”, Zk) are polynomial of degree 
less then or equal to one. This result can be applied to give a better constructively usable version 
for a Seifertconstruction result of K.B. Lee ((41) when starting from combinatorically presented 
groups. As a special case of this, we show that every torsionfree, 2-nilpotent group Nof rank (k + n) 
can be embedded in a constructive manner in the subgroup of unipotent matrices of 
Gl(k+n+ l,Z), in this way amplifying a result of Swan ([S]). 
1. TORSIONFREE 2-NILPOTENT GROUPS AND POLYNOMIAL 2COCYCLES OF 
DEGREE s 1 
We start recalling the concept of polynomial maps and 2-cocycles as found 
in [l]. Let G be a group, E: ZG+Z the augmentation map and Z= ker E the 
augmentationideal of ZG. Given a normalized mapping I : G+A, A an abelian 
group, L can be extended through linearity to a morphism 1: ZG, + -+A. A is 
called polynomial of degree less then or equal to n if A vanishes on I”+‘. Now, 
suppose G acts trivially on A andf : G x G+A is a normalized 2-cocycle. Again, 
f can be extended to a bilinear map f : ZG x ZG+A. f is called polynomial of 
degree less then or equal to n if and only if it is polynomial of degree less then 
or equal to n in one of its variables (and so in both, [l; p. lOO]). A 2-coho- 
mology class in ZZ’(G, A) is itself called polynomial (of degree $ n) iff it is the 
class of a polynomial 2-cocycle (of degree sn). 
In particular, if f: G x G-*4 is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree 5 1, we 
have, for all gl, g2 and g3 in G: 
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We now state our main result: 
THEOREM. Let Zk be a trivial P-module. Then, every element in H2(Zn,Zk) 
is polynomial of degree less then or equal to one. 
We have to look at central extensions of the form l-+Zk+N+Z”-+l. It is 
well known that such groups N are torsionfree, finitely generated 2-nilpotent 
and conversely, that every torsionfree, finitely generated 2-nilpotent group N 
can be given by such an extension. It is evident that we can give a presentation 
for N as follows: 
N: (g,,&, . . ..&tlrt2. .**, t,IIkisgjl=l (lSi<<jSk); ki,tjl=l 
(lsiskk; lqj~n); [ti,tj]=g”‘=a word in the g:s t:> 
(1 si<jjn)). 
We will refer to this presentation ($) as the standardpresentation for the group 
N. We now prove 
LEMMA. Every torsionfree, finitely generated 2-nilpotent group N can be 
described as Zk x h”, * with a groupaction * which is completely determined by 
means of a polynomial 2-cocycle Z” x E”-+Ek of degree s 1. 
PROOFOFTHELEMMA. Let us take a standardpresentation (X) for N. Zk has 
to be seen as the subgroup of N generated by the g!s. We present ZR as: 
(&9&r *a-, bn )I ibis bjl= 1). 
For p in l+Zk+N~H”-+l we take a section s:H”-+N defined by 
s(bflbk . . . b$) = t;$ . . . tk. 
Now, we find a 2-cocycle f :Z”xZ”+Zk such that, for all x,y in Z”: 
w*&Y) =fcw)*w). 
Explicitly, if x = bit.. . b,” and y = b{I . . . b$ we find: 
S(X)*S(y)=tf’...t$t:“...t$ 
=(gLy”jI ...(gl.*)-ij,(g2n)-i,j2... ee.(g23)-M2 . . . 
=f (x9 Y) *so 
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Writing $,j as gf.Lig$.hj.. . g$I and taking into account that the gi’s commute 
mutually, we find: 
f(x,y) =f(bflb$ . . . bi, bfbb . . . b$) 
- i Us4 I, . . - i W2.,, - i LiJk,,, 
=g1 s<’ g2 s<1 . ..gk “I 
from which it is easily verified, using (*), that fis polynomial of degree 5 1. n 
We now come to the 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Suppose h : Z” X Z”-+Zk an arbitrary (normalized) 
2-cocycle. h determines a central extension l+Zk-+N-+Z”+l. This means 
that, if Hk = : (a ~,~~~~kII[~~~~j]=l> and iz”= :(bl,b2,...b,II[bi,bj]=l), Ncan 
be considered as Zk x P, * with elements of the form (at. . . a$ bfl . . . bi) and * 
determined by h. 
We find a presentation of type (r) for N by taking: 
(ai, l)++gi (1 sisk) and (l,bi)++ti (1 sijn). 
The commutators [(l, bi), (1, bj)] = (a&j, 1) are determined by the 2-cocycle h. 
Based on this standardpresentation (i) of N, we showed in the preceding lemma 
that the extension l+Zk-+N+Z”+l can be described using a polynomial 
2-cocycle f :Z” x Z”-+Zk of degree $1. We conclude that h and f are coho- 
mologous. In fact the proof can end here; however, in view of later applications 
the following is useful. 
In order to get an explicit description of the cohomology h =f, we construct 
a l-cochain A:Z”-+Zk which is determined by the relation 
(l,b,)‘l* . . . *(l,b,#=(A(b;l... bj), bf’...b$) 
I can be computed in detail in terms of the given 2-cocycle h as follows: 
Let Aj (lsjjn):Z+Zk be determined by (l,bj)‘=(Aj(i),bj); 
(i.e.: Aj(i) = 1 (i=O or 1) 
Aj(i) = h(bj, bj>h(bj, by)h(bj, b,‘) .. . h(bj, bj- ‘) (i> 1) 
Aj(i)=A,~l(-i)h-‘(bJ~i,bj) (i<W 
Then, 
A(b’l 1 . . . 6;) = A,(i,)12(i2)h(bfl, b$,(i,)h(bflb& b?)A,(i,) . . . 
. . . il,(i,)h(b~ . . . b$:;, bk). 
One finally can compute that A realizes the desired cohomology. n 
2. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
2.1. H2(Z, Z) = 1. It is seen already from the standardpresentation (r) 
above, that every group N given as a central extension l+Z+N+Z+l is 
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isomorphic to Z*. Applying the lemma, we easily see that the only polynomial 
2-cocycle Z x Z+Z of degree s 1 and of the given type, is the trivial one. This 
result follows then from the theorem. 
2.2. Example. 
Let Z be a trivial E*-module and take the 2-cocycle (easy to verify) 
h : Z* x Z!*-rZ determined by (additive notation!): 
h((i,, i*), (j1,j*)) = ij, - i*j, + (il + i*p - (i, +j, + i2 +j*)* + (j, +.j9* 
which is not at all polynomial of degree 5 1. h determines an extension 
1 -+Z-+N+Z*+ 1 wherein the group Ncan be given a standardpresentation (r) 
as: 
N~::(g,t,,f2II[g,t,l=[g,tzl=l; V,,tzl=g-*) 
(to find this presentation take (l,(O,O))*g; (O,(l,O))*t, and (O,(O, l))*f& 
From this standard presentation the 2-cocycle f: Z* x Z*+Z which is poly- 
nomial of degree 5 1 and cohomologous to h, can be derived; we find: 
. . . . 
f ((b 12)~ C.h ~2)) = %i~. 
To show explicitly that h is cohomologous to f, we compute the I-cochain I: 
we find: 
A,(i)=i-i* and A2(i)=i-i*, 
and so, 
I(i,, i2) = i, - i: + i2 - ii - ili2 + i: - (i, + i2)* + ii 
=i,+i2-3ili2-i:-ii. 
An easy computation now shows that: 
(h + W((4, i2), t.h j2)) =f (h i2h ci19 j2N. 
2.3. Application to a Seifertconstructionresult. 
Recently ([4; 2.41) K.B. Lee proved that every finitely generated, torsion free, 
virtually 2-step nilpotent group 71 can be embedded in the affine motion group 
A@?) to obtain a compact complete, affinely flat manifold IRS/n. Group- 
cohomological reasonings served as a main argument to obtain this result (see 
[4; prop. 2.3.1). 
Our theorem can be used to give an alternative formulation of part of the 
proof of proposition 2.3. in [4]. As an advantage, it follows that in some 
(maybe rather simple but still interesting) cases, the existence result above 
becomes better usable as a construction-result, when starting from a combi- 
natorically presented group K. We illustrated this already in an example in [2]. 
Another, more sophisticated example of such an explicit construction can be 
found in [3]. 
We limit ourselves to a simpler case here. Suppose n itself is a torsionfree, 
finitely generated 2-nilpotent group. This means we have a central extension 
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1 +Zk+rr+H”+ 1. Taking the embedding r: Z”+A(R”) of b” in the subgroup 
of translations in A(F) (such that r(P) generates the vectorspace IR, IF?“, +) 
and @:Z”+Gl(k, Z) the trivial morphism, the group 
~IR”,mk)={rZ:[R”~IRk:x~Dx+d} 
of affine mappings (see [4]) becomes a P-module by putting z,l = rl. or(z)- ‘. 
In order to turn the existence result above in a constructively usable result 
(when starting with combinatorically presented groups n) we have to prove in 
a constructive manner that the image of the mapping i, in the cohomology 
sequence 
. . . +H’(Z”, Y(lR”, rnk)/Zk) 2 H2(Z”,Zk) L H2(Z”, Y(ll?, iRk))-... 
is trivial (see [4]). 
So, let h : H” x H”+Zk be a normalized 2-cocycle. In the preceding section we 
proved that h is cohomologous to a polynomial 2-cocycle f of degree s 1. We 
are looking for a I-cochain y: h”+ Y’(lR”, iRk) with y(z) = (D(z), d(z)) such that, 
for all zI,z2 in Z n. . 
f(z,, 22) = wz,, 22) = z’Y(z2) - Y(ZlZ2) + Y(Zl). 
This means explicitly, 
a f(Zl9 z2N = (m2) - ml z2) + m4), - m2Mzd + 4z2) - 
- az, z2) + 4ZlN. 
Taking generators gl, g2, . . . g,, of H” such that {figi)} forms a basis for 
IR, iR”, + , we define 
D(Z)(r(gi)) = -f(Si, Z)* 
This determines D(z) completely! It follows that: 
D(Z)(rki) + tigj)) = -f&i, Z) -f(gjv Z)(' -f(gigjs Z), 
for all i and j and so, 
D(zI)(r(z2)) = -f(z2,zl), for all zl,z2 in Z”. 
Analogously, it follows from the polynomiality off that 
wz,z2)=m,)+m2). 
Taking d(z) = 0, for all z in Z”, we proved in this way: 
i,(U)) = (0). 
It follows now from [4; 1.2. & 1.4.1 that II can be embedded in 
P(Il?“, IRk)o(G1(SZ) x/l(P)), 
which itself is embedded in A(lR k+n) and thus contained in Gl(k + n + 1, II?). It 
can easily be verified that the image of a group R as above consists of unipotent 
matrices in Gl(k + n + 1, Z). So, we proved 
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PROPOSITION. Every torsionfree, 2-nilpotent group of rank (k + n) can in a 
constructive manner be embedded as a group of unipotent matrices in 
Gl(k+n+ 1,E). n 
This amplifies and specifies an existence result proved by Swan in 1967 ([5]). 
We close with an example of this construction. Let us take as rc the group 
N of example 2.2. 
We have r: H2-+A(R2): ti +(I, (A)) and t2-+(Z, (3). We have to determine the 
I-cochain Y:~~+Y(IR~, R) such that ay=f (for f, see 2.2.). If (ji,j,) is in z2, 
we have y(j,, j2) = (D(j,, j2), d(j,, j,)) = (( **), 0); we find (**) as indicated 
above: 
(**>(A>= -f((LO),(j,9~2))=O 
<**>@ = -f(@ 11, (jl,j,)) = -a, * 
As a result, we find (**) =(0-2ji). 
This results in the embedding of N in Gl(4, Z) as follows: 
c 1 0 -2i, -2i,i,+i 
git;+ I 01 0 4 o o 1 
i2 
00 0 1 
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